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PORT – INTUITIVE USER INTERACTION IN
INDOOR TRANSIT INTELLIGENCE
As an inventor and global leader of elevator destination systems,
PORT is rapidly expanding its footprint into mobility solutions within
buildings. The PORT indoor transit ecosystem is a compelling
answer to the latest user needs for seamless access throughout
an entire building including parking gates, main entrances, speed
lanes, elevators and any required door.
Unlike other common security solutions, PORT makes use of mobile
phone applications and smart technology, aiming to ease the user’s
trajectory through the building while ensuring their security at all
times – even though invisible. Larger residential buildings are offered
a combined video intercom system, while hotels require mobile
solutions to substitute physical access cards. The importance of
speed gates in larger office or mixed use buildings encouraged
PORT to redefine the meaning of “seamless” to its pinnacle. The
integrated PORT device (PORT 4 mini) in Boon Edam’s speed
gates provides users with early elevator allocation information from
the industry’s leading destination algorithm. Ultimately, it is the
result of a common goal and continuous conscious selection
of material, surface and light effects which brought a
meticulously blended and harmonic user experience.

Boon Edam and Schindler PORT
Technology join forces to present one
solution that elegantly combines speed gate
security and transit intelligence. Architects,
developers and end-users are now able to
experience true harmonic and intuitive design.

To discover more about
the PORT 4 mini or
the Lifeline Speedlane
Swing, please scan the
QR code.

BOON EDAM - THE LIFELINE SPEEDLANE SWING COMPACT SECURITY LANE
As a progressive global leader in the security industry,
Boon Edam continues to develop products and solutions
which provide a welcome and secure entrance to buildings.
One particular range of speed gates by Boon Edam which is
revolutionising the security industry with the slimmest, most
intuitive speed gate is the Lifeline Series. As a medium security
level entry product, the Lifeline series balances security and visitor
management, providing an entrance solution that detects tailgating.
Within the Lifeline Series, the Lifeline Speedlane Swing stands
above the competition in catering for compact spaces, gracefully.
Crafted to be sleek in design and powered by state-of-the-art
technology, the Lifeline Speedlane Swing is the narrowest gate, and
one of the most slender in the market. This, combined with the fact
that it is highly customisable, opens up a world of possibilities to the
security manager – who is tasked with providing a medium security
solution to a high flow area. The Lifeline Speedlane Swing acts as
a boundary between public and private environments and does so
with finesse.
The Lifeline Speedlane Swing provides a strong visual obstacle
against intrusion and with the integration of PORT’s technology, the
result is a seamless welcome and secure customer experience.

